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Where is music education going?



• 1838 – Lowell Mason, secondary music ensembles were 
primarily choral

• later part of the 1800s bands and orchestras appeared 
sporadically

• fourfold increase in enrollment between 1885 and 1910
• ensembles were modeled after the popular music of the 

day
• the majority of all music ensembles were extracurriculur

(Holz, 1962)
• 1923 Schools Band Contest of America
• Yale Seminar (1963) and Tanglewood (1967)
• advent of jazz education

…in 120 seconds



inclusive
culturally appropriate 

critical thinking
student ownership

democratic vs autocratic
formal vs informal

collaboration
innovation

student-centered
teacher as facilitator

creativity
popular music education

diversity
social justice

musical literacy
project-based learning



• What is your vision of an inclusive music education experience?
• What barriers do you currently face that prevent that ideal? 
• What is your definition of music literacy? Has your definition 

changed over the years?
• Would you describe your rehearsal as a democratic or 

autocratic?
• Do you see yourself more as a facilitator or a director?
• As you look back on your teacher training preparation, what 

was most valuable? Least valuable?
• What would you change about your teacher training that might 

better prepare future teachers for the realities in the 
classroom?

• For the more seasoned admin – how has your program 
changed? What further changes would you like to see 
implemented?



• Nationally, only 20% our middle and high school 
students have a music education experience (Edwards, 
2006) via our current offerings. This has not changed 
since 1967 (Choate, 1967).

• Tradition and innovation do not have to be mutually 
exclusive

• We must address how to reach the non-traditional 
musician (NTM) by adapting our current offerings, 
expanding our definition of musical literacy, and 
reframing our core narrative of music teacher education, 
thereby permitting us to engage the “other 80%”



• The College Music Society calls on universities to cast “a strong, critical eye toward 
the assumptions and practices of the conventional model which, shaped earlier in 
time, is no longer fully resonant with the opportunities and the needs of students in 
our time” (Campbell et al., 2014).

• “How will future professional education strike a balance between honoring traditions, 
connecting to contemporary practices, and encouraging innovative explorations?” 
(Kaschub and Smith, 2014).

• If we want to break the pattern of new teachers who, on entering the field, revert to 
teaching as they were taught rather than exploring new pedagogies, what 
experiences can we provide in their teacher education programs to challenge this 
cycle? What curricular experiences will foster in future educators a lifelong image of 
themselves as teacher-as-learner? (Thompson, 2007)

• If our mission is ‘encouraging the study and making of music for all,’ how do we 
include our student’s experiences, musical preferences, and heritages as part of an 
inclusive music education experience, thereby strengthening the relationship between 
their school and home lives and making school-based music education more relevant, 
relatable and, dare I say, valuable?
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